Meeting Open: 7:05pm WST(+08) In Narnia aka upstairs a the Masonic Hall.

Apologies: Nobody because this meeting was a read through which everyone was at because they didn't want to get cut. Also Matt Scattini wasn't there, he's never there!!

Meeting Closed: 7:08pm WST(+08). And it is quickly back to the read through for the exciting new play which is the whole reason people came in the first place and would have been quite happy to do without the interuption of us tricking them into attending a meeting.

Agenda:

1. Who will be our Next OCM?

Who will be our Next OCM?

- Adam explains that we need a new OCM and gives a brief description of the role before opening the floor to nominations.

- Sarah (Treasurer) Nominates Katherine, Ash seconds.
  - Katherine accepts.

- Cat (OCM) nominates Drew, Sally seconds.
  - Drew declines.

There are no more nominations and so Katherine becomes our no so democratically but still very excitingly elected OCM.